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Houghton’s late goal spoils Lineker’s return 
Tottenham Hotspur 1 Liverpool 2  
WHITE Hart Lane opened its heart to Gary Lineker last night as he chose to end his 
compassionate leave, but Liverpool showed neither him nor Tottenham any 
mercy. Ominously resurgent, they gained only their second away win in the first 
division this season and climbed into fourth place.  
Dean Saunders, having rediscovered the art of scoring in Europe, and Ray 
Houghton claimed the goals which spoiled Lineker's reappearance. Moreover, 
Liverpool's recent form, apart from their elimination from the Rumbelows Cup by 
Peterborough United, suggests that they should not be ruled out of contention for 
the title.  
In spite of a savage sequence of injuries, they lie a dozen points behind the 
leaders. The return of John Barnes and Ian Rush, both of which could be 
imminent, should lend even more impetus to a side which has won four of its last 
six fixtures.  
Tottenham, England's other survivors in Europe, could theoretically also join the 
race for the championship but that prospect is unlikely, even if the medical 
bulletins concerning Lineker's son continue to be encouraging.  
Typcially, the England captain brushed aside the emotional gestures offered to 
him. With a polite and cursory wave, he responded to the chants from the 
terraces before resuming his most productive start to any season. With 15 League 
goals already, he has been credited with four more than the rest of the side put 
together.  
His contribution, understandably, faded after the interval but he was indirectly 
responsible for putting Tottenham ahead midway through the first half. Turning 
away from a red cloud of opponents near the centre circle, he initiated the move 
with a pass out to van den Hauwe on the left. Stewart, influential at the back, the 
middle and the front, in turn released Walsh, who wriggled past Tanner before 
scoring against his former club with a drive from an acute angle. Poignantly, as 
Liverpool conceded only their fifth goal in ten games, Lineker was standing in the 
shadow of the post waiting for a rebound.  
``We were delighted just to have him back,'' Peter Shreeves, the Tottenham 
manager, said. ``It was unfortunate that none of our chances fell to him. 
Physically he's tired, but he's gone straight back to the hospital, which is what we 
expected would happen.''  
Lifted by Lineker's re-emergence after his three-week ordeal, Tottenham were 
unrecognisable from the timid unit which yielded to the local rivals at Highbury at 
the beginning of this month. Vibrant and positive, they immediately almost 
extended their lead through Allen and Samways. In Shreeves's opinion, the failure 
to do so was the turning point.  
Thereafter, Liverpool were the more positive and, crucially, they gained an 
equaliser within a handful of minutes by punishing Tottenham for their dangerous 
defensive policy. Once too often they pushed up in an attempt to catch their 
opponents offside and were instead caught unawares themselves.  
Nicol's through-ball coincided with the darting run of Saunders and, with his left 
foot, he struck a spectacular drive which veered in off the angle of post and bar. 
His first League goal since the Merseyside derby on August 31, it was only 
Liverpool's seventh outside Anfield in the first division this season.  
Saunders himself should have added another before the interval but he directed a 
close-range header at Thorstvedt, who subsequently had to grab at the second 
attempt a shot from Molby which skimmed off the sodden turf. The Dane caught 
his foot on the surface and later had to withdraw.  
Thomas, purchased for Pounds 1.5 million from Arsenal last Friday, came on in his 
place to make his debut and fitted in neatly to Liverpool's traditionally simple 
passing game. ``He looks as though he will be a very good player for us,'' Graeme 
Souness said.  
According to the Liverpool manager, Houghton is the club's most consistent 
player, and he all but claimed the winner with an inspired chip before he did so 
ten minutes from the end. By then, Tottenham's inferiority was evident. 
McManaman had one effort disallowed before Houghton, aided by a deflection 
off Mabbutt, crowned his own evening. When asked about the ambitions of his 
club, Souness replied: ``Our intention is to be involved until May.'' It would be no 
surprise if they are.  
Yet, his and everybody's sentiments lay with Lineker. ``It must have been an 
enormous decision for him to play,'' Souness said. ``All of our thoughts at the club, 
as I'm sure they are within football as a whole, continue to be with him.''  
 

 
Liverpool slip in by the rear 
LIVERPOOL walked on in the rain last night, and who knows how far they will go? 
This was a resolute performance that reinforced warnings that Graeme Souness's 
re-emerging team should not be written off as championship contenders.  
Ray Houghton's winner against Tottenham nine minutes from time - due reward 
for most neutral observers' man of the match - leaves Liverpool 12 points behind 
Manchester United. But few would have thought, just a few weeks ago, that 
Souness's side would be fourth after their injury-traumatised start to the season.  
There were several red alerts for Tottenham last night. Liverpool came on 
stronger as the game went on and in Houghton and Dean Saunders possessed 
dangerous offensive weapons in countering Spurs's long spells of territorial 
control.  
Not surprisingly, Saunders upstaged the returning Gary Lineker, who faded in the 
second half of his first appearance since November 23. The Welshman appeared 
to grow in energy, no doubt fuelled by a typically flamboyant strike after 28 
minutes. It was the pounds 2.9million striker's 14 goal of the season - yet only his 
third in the League, ending a long wait since his brace in the August Merseyside 
derby.  
Afterwards Souness paid tribute to Houghton, describing the hugely industrious 
midfielder as 'the most consistent player in my time at Liverpool' and praised 
Thomas's contribution in the 38 minutes of his debut.  
Thomas, said Souness, 'showed he can pass and run' - the least his new manager 
could have expected for pounds 1.5 million. Liverpool's manager omitted to 
mention the new midfielder's obvious power, which helped neutralise Spurs' 
midfield control and quieten the crowd, which greeted his arrival - in place of the 
disappointed, disbelieving Molby - with resounding jeers and chants of 'Arsenal 
reject'.  
But Nicol was the chief provider. The Scot's deft ball from Burrows's throw-in was 
superbly accepted by Saunders for the 28th-minute equaliser. One touch, a rapid 
turn and the ball exploded high past Thorstvedt's left hand for a goal that had 
Souness jumping off the bench.  
Nicol also supplied Houghton for the winning goal. The 20-yard shot was 
deflected by Mabbutt's backside, leaving Thorstvedt utterly wrong-footed.  
The prospect of Tottenham's fifth home defeat was distant for much of the 
match, especially with the official man of the match Stewart prompting efficiently. 
In the 23rd minute Molby gave the ball away and Stewart, involved twice in a 
movement, cleverly supplied Walsh. The striker slipped inside Tanner and shot 
low past Grobbelaar's left hand.  
Before then, Walsh had been denied by Wright's superb intervention following a 
familiar sprint from his area by Grobbelaar. Liverpool's goalkeeper-sweeper, 
advancing to cut out Howells's through-ball, succeeded only in sweeping it against 
Lineker's legs.  
But Spurs could not convert territorial supremacy into shooting opportunities. 
And Houghton supplied a reminder of Liverpool's counter-offensive abilities when 
he forged through and delivered a chip that had Thorstvedt at full stretch.  
Tottenham Hotspur: Thorstvedt; Fenwick, Van den Hauwe, Bergsson, Howells 
(Nayim, 59min), Mabbutt, Stewart, Walsh, Samways, Lineker, Allen.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; R Jones, Burrows, Nicol, Wright, Tanner, Saunders, 
Houghton, McManaman, Molby (Thomas, 52), McMahon.  
Referee: J Martin (Alton, Hampshire). 

 


